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Introduction
Brain research has revealed a set of cortical regions specialized
for face processing (Gobbini and Haxby 2007), but the exact
structural organization of this network remains unknown.
Following neuropsychological studies showing selective deﬁcits in face recognition after (typically right) occipitotemporal lesions (Grüsser and Landis 1991), positron emission
tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies in healthy subjects pinpointed face-speciﬁc activation
in extrastriate visual cortex, including the ‘‘fusiform face area’’
located on the ventral temporal lobe (FFA; Sergent et al. 1992;
Kanwisher et al. 1997) and the ‘‘occipital face area’’ located on
the lateral inferior occipital lobe (OFA; Gauthier et al. 2000).
These 2 regions as well as the superior temporal sulcus (STS)
are consistently found to respond to faces more than to other
visual object categories (Pourtois et al. 2005a, 2009) and are
generally considered to constitute a ‘‘core system’’ for face
processing (Haxby et al. 2000). Although their exact role is still
debated, FFA and OFA are thought to be critically involved in
processing invariant aspects of face information that convey
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identity cues as well as other basic features related to race,
gender, and age (Haxby et al. 2000; Rossion et al. 2003), with
FFA being particularly sensitive to facial conﬁguration and
personal identity but OFA more sensitive to elementary visual
features and parts (Rotshtein et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2010; Righart
et al. 2010). On the other hand, STS is involved in the processing
of changeable and dynamic aspects of faces, such as eye and
mouth movements, as well as facial expression (Hoffman and
Haxby 2000). Other brain regions also show distinctive responses to faces, including the amygdala, anterior temporal
cortex, posterior cingulate, and prefrontal areas, which
together constitute an ‘‘extended system’’ for social and affective
processes (Haxby et al. 2000; Gobbini and Haxby 2007).
However, previous lesion and neuroimaging data can only
indirectly infer how these cortical regions are anatomically
interconnected and functionally organized. Because damage to
FFA or OFA does not always impair face recognition, a critical
role for some disruption of their interconnections has also
been postulated (Liu et al. 2002; Sorger et al. 2007; Fox et al.
2008). Yet, the existence of direct connections between faceresponsive areas has not been demonstrated. Only one fMRI
study (Fairhall and Ishai 2007) investigated the functional
connectivity of regions within the core and extended face
recognition systems, using dynamic causal modeling (DCM).
Results suggested that the core regions might be hierarchically
organized in a feed-forward fashion, with the OFA sending
inputs to both FFA and STS and FFA selectively projecting to
limbic and prefrontal regions of the extended system (Haxby
et al. 2000; Gobbini and Haxby 2007). These connectivity
results reﬂect the temporal correlation proﬁle between
activations of the different regions, but the structural connections responsible for these functional patterns remain
unresolved. Furthermore, functionally deﬁned regions such as
the FFA, OFA, and STS cannot easily be delineated in
postmortem brains, and data from primate models (Tsao et al.
2008) are not directly transferable to human brain anatomy.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) provides a valuable noninvasive method to delineate the anatomical connectivity
between brain regions (Pierpaoli et al. 1996). The structure of
different ﬁber pathways has been successfully dissected with
DTI (Catani et al. 2003; Dougherty et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2006).
However, no study has investigated the anatomical connectivity
between extrastriate visual areas involved in face processing.
Although DTI tractography cannot achieve the precision of
postmortem tracing, it is a powerful tool to compare the pattern
of connections between brain areas in vivo, showing good
agreement with postmortem dissection (Stieltjes et al. 2001)
and tracer studies in nonhuman primates (Dauguet et al. 2007).
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Face recognition is of major social importance and involves highly
selective brain regions thought to be organized in a distributed
functional network. However, the exact architecture of interconnections between these regions remains unknown. We used functional
magnetic resonance imaging to identify face-responsive regions in 22
participants and then employed diffusion tensor imaging with
probabilistic tractography to establish the white-matter pathways
between these functionally defined regions. We identified strong
white-matter connections between the occipital face area (OFA) and
fusiform face area (FFA), with a significant right-hemisphere
predominance. We found no evidence for direct anatomical
connections between FFA and superior temporal sulcus (STS) or
between OFA and STS, contrary to predictions based on current
cognitive models. Instead, our findings point to segregated processing
along a ventral extrastriate visual pathway to OFA-FFA and another
more dorsal system connected to STS and frontoparietal areas. In
addition, early occipital areas were found to have direct connections
to the amygdala, which might underlie a rapid recruitment of limbic
brain areas by visual inputs bypassing more elaborate extrastriate
cortical processing. These results unveil the structural neural
architecture of the human face recognition system and provide new
insights on how distributed face-responsive areas may work together.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-four healthy volunteers (14 females mean age 28 years, range
19--37, all right handed) gave informed consent to participate to the
study, which was approved by the local ethic committee. All had
normal or corrected to normal vision and no past neurological or
psychiatric history. Data of 2 participants were discarded due to
technical problems in the DTI sequence, resulting in a total of 22
participants for all subsequent analyses.
Stimuli and Procedure
A standard block design was used to map the face-sensitive regions in
individual participants (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Grill-Spector et al. 2004;
Spiridon et al. 2006), with 16 alternating blocks of faces, places, and
scrambled images (4 blocks per stimulus category, 16 stimuli in each
block, 32 photographs in each category). The faces pictures showed
neutral and friendly male and female faces in frontal view. The pictures
of places included front view of buildings as well as landscapes without
living beings. Scrambled images were created by rearranging fragments
of the face and place pictures so as to prevent recognition of any
meaningful stimulus (see Fig. 1). Each stimulus was presented for
750 ms with an intertrial interval of 500 ms. Participants performed
a one-back detection task by pressing a button for any immediate
repetition (one per block). Mean correct detection rate was 95.5%, and
none of the 6 pairwise comparisons between stimulus categories was
signiﬁcant.
MRI Scanning
MRI images were acquired on a 3-T Trio TIM system (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with an 8-channel head-coil using parallel imaging
(GRAPPA). Diffusion-weighted data were acquired in 2 data sets, with
the following parameters: time repetition (TR)/time echo (TE)/ﬂip
angle 8200 ms/82 ms/90, image resolution 128 3 128 with 65 slices
and voxel size of 2 3 2 3 2 mm. Monopolar diffusion weighting was
performed along 30 independent directions, with a b-value of 1000 s/
mm2. A reference image with no diffusion weighting (b = 0) was also
obtained for each data set. For the functional localizer paradigm, wholebrain images were acquired with a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging
sequence using the following parameters: TR/TE/ﬂip angle = 2200 ms/
30 ms/85, ﬁeld of view (FOV) = 211 mm, matrix = 64 3 64. Each of the
total 165 functional images comprised 36 axial slices (thickness 3.4

mm; no gap) oriented parallel to the inferior edge of the occipital and
temporal lobes. Additionally, for each participant, a structural image
was acquired with a T1-magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo
(160 contiguous sagittal slices, FOV = 256 mm, TR/TE/ﬂip angle = 1900
ms/2.23 ms/9, matrix = 256 3 256, slice thickness = 0.9 mm).
Image Processing and Data Analysis
Diffusion-Weighted Data
Diffusion-weighted data were processed using the tools implemented
in FSL (Version 4.1.2; www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The 2 raw data sets were
ﬁrst corrected for Eddy current distortions and motion artifacts using
the correction tool (FDT 1.0) and then averaged to improve signal-tonoise ratio (Eickhoff et al. 2010) and, subsequently, skull-stripped
(using BET). The principal diffusion direction was estimated for each
voxel as a probability density function, using Bayes’ rules in order to
account for noise and uncertainty in the measured data. As described
elsewhere (Behrens et al. 2003), the implicit modeling of noise in
a probabilistic model enables a ﬁber-tracking procedure without
externally added constraints such as fractional anisotropy (FA)
threshold or ﬁber angle. Thus, ﬁber tracking in or near cortical areas
becomes more sensitive. The use of a 2-ﬁber model (Behrens et al.
2007) also improved the modeling of crossing ﬁbers. By sending out
25 000 streamline samples per seed voxel, we mapped the probabilistic
connectivity distributions for each voxel in the region of interest (ROI).
For each individual, the FA images were normalized into Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space by using a nonlinear transformation
onto the FMRIB58 FA template (FNIRT, as used for the ﬁrst steps of the
tract-based spatial statistics [TBSS] algorithm [Smith et al. 2006]).
fMRI Data
Functional images were analyzed with the general linear model (Friston
et al. 1998) for block designs, using SPM5 software (www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). All images were unwarped, corrected for slice timing, segmentationbased normalized to MNI space (Ashburner and Friston 2005), spatially
smoothed (full-width at half-maximum 8 mm Gaussian kernel), and highpass ﬁltered (cutoff 1/120 Hz). Statistical analyses were performed on
a voxelwise basis across the whole brain. Blocks with faces, blocks with
places (houses and landscapes), and blocks with scrambled images were
modeled by a boxcar function with 2 epoch types, convolved with the
standard hemodynamic response function and resulting in 3 conditions:
Faces, Places, and Scrambled. Movement parameters derived from the
realignment procedure (3 translations, 3 rotations) were included as
nuisance covariates. Parameter estimates for this general linear model
were then generated at each voxel of every participant. Statistical
parametric maps were computed for linear contrasts between the
parameter estimates of the different conditions. We then performed
random-effect group analyses on the contrast images using one sample ttests (Friston et al. 1998).

Selection of ROIs
The face-responsive regions were delineated in each individual (in MNI
space) using the peak voxel of the activation clusters identiﬁed by the
contrast ‘‘faces > places + scrambled,’’ in the functional face localizer (a
well-established procedure similar to previous studies of face processing, see, e.g., (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Haxby et al. 2000; Pourtois et al.
2010a). These regions included: the FFA, OFA, posterior STS, and
precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), as well as the amygdala
(AMG), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and inferior frontal cortex (Gobbini
and Haxby 2007). For our subsequent DTI analysis, we selected the face
processing core regions including FFA, OFA, and STS in each
hemisphere plus PCC which is thought to be involved in face memory
(Gobbini and Haxby 2007; Vrticka et al. 2009). Because the latter region
was close to the midline and often merged in one single cluster
including both hemispheres, it was split into 2 different activation
clusters, one in the left (x – 6) and one in the right (x + 6) hemisphere.
In a few cases where there was no clear-cut activation for one of these
core regions (even at a level of P < 0.05 uncorrected), the coordinates
of the group results were taken instead (this was necessary for left STS
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Here, we combine fMRI with an established probabilistic
tractography technique (Behrens et al. 2003, 2007) to
characterize the white-matter connectivity between faceresponsive regions (Gobbini and Haxby 2007). We analyze
the connectivity pattern of each region in the ‘‘core’’ faceresponsive system (OFA, FFA, STS), together with other key
regions of the ‘‘extended’’ system such as the amygdala (AMG)
and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), plus a ‘‘control’’ region in
occipital cortex (primary visual area). In addition, connections
from the amygdala are of particular interest given that this
structure has been shown to interact with both early
(occipital) and late (temporal) stages along the ventral visual
processing stream (Amaral et al. 2003; Vuilleumier 2005) and
was also proposed to receive inputs from STS (Haxby et al.
2000; Calder et al. 2007). Furthermore, given the hemispheric
asymmetry in face processing established by various behavioral
and physiological measures (Grüsser and Landis 1991; Kanwisher et al. 1997; Rossion et al. 2003; Fox et al. 2008), we
perform separate analyses for all regions in each hemisphere.
Our results provide new constraints for face recognition
models, by revealing for the ﬁrst time the structural architecture of neural pathways in the human face recognition network
and their relative asymmetry between the 2 hemispheres.

in 5, right STS in 3, and PCC in 4 of 22 participants). In these cases, the
peak voxel of the group cluster was extracted and retransferred back
into the individual’s native space, using the inverse normalization matrix
(output from segmentation-based normalization of SPM5 [Ashburner
and Friston 2005]). In addition, we also deﬁned ROIs in the early
visual cortex (CAL) by selecting the most occipital cluster peak in both
hemispheres as obtained in an F-test across faces, places, and scrambled.
Finally, the amygdalae (AMG) were determined manually on the anatomical T1 image in each participant, in order to get the most precise
and reproducible localization of these relatively small regions. Note,
however, that strong bilateral amygdala activations were found in the
faces > places + scrambled contrast (see Fig. 1) and that a functional
deﬁnition of this ROI using the face localizer data yielded qualitatively
similar results but appeared more variable due to the high variance of
fMRI clusters and spatial distortions of echo planar images in these
brain regions. Obviously, such anatomical localization was not possible
for OFA and FFA since the latter can only be functionally deﬁned.
All ﬁber-tracking analysis were conducted in the individual native
DTI space. In order to bring the selected fMRI-cluster’s peak voxel into
the individual DTI space, a 3D rigid-body transformation was used by
registering the participant’s mean functional image (native space) to
the diffusion b = 0 image, and the AMG coordinates were transferred
form the individual T1 space into the individual DTI space using the
inverse transformation obtained from a rigid-body registration of the
individual FA image to the individual T1 image (FSL-FLIRT). The average
MNI coordinates (and range) of each of the ROIs are listed in Table 1.
All ROIs were subsequently projected onto the white matter by
dilating a sphere centered around the peak voxel, until it comprised at
least 30 voxels with an FA value > 0.2, in order to allow for reliable
tractography (Catani et al. 2002; Hagmann et al. 2006). The resulting
volume (5.54 mm mean radius of dilatation kernel, standard deviation
[SD] 0.9 mm, no hemispheric differences in paired t-tests) was used to
select voxels in the white matter that served as seeds and targets for
the subsequent probabilistic ﬁber tracking. This procedure ensured
a balanced estimation of the number of connections from each seed
when comparing the different ROIs (Hagmann et al. 2006).

Determination of the Major White-Matter Bundles
To analyze the relation between face-responsive ROIs and major whitematter bundles connecting posterior to anterior brain areas (see below,
analysis 3), we deﬁned 2 main white-matter fasciculi in each individual
by means of ﬁber tracking with seeds placed in subcortical regions over
the trajectory of these fasciculi (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006). The
1566
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Table 1
Face-responsive ROIs
ROI

FFA
OFA
STS
PCC
CAL
AMG

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

x-range

40
38
40
41
58
56
4
6
16
14
26
25

47
51
78
79
49
50
57
51
95
99
5
6

21
20
12
10
10
12
33
33
6
5
22
24

34--48
44 to
30--50
52 to
48--68
66 to
0--12
12 to
10--26
24 to
19--31
28 to

34
34
42
2
6
21

y-range

z-range

64 to 36
66 to 38
94 to 68
90 to 62
64 to 36
62 to 26
68 to 50
58 to 46
98 to 88
104 to 94
9 to 1
10 to --0

26 to 12
28 to 14
18 to 4
18 to 2
2--20
4--26
22--44
22--42
4 to 16
8 to 14
29 to 20
28 to 21

Note: Mean and range of the cluster peaks for each of the face-responsive ROI identified in the
functional face localizer scan (see Fig. 1) for each participant separately (contrast face [ places
þ scrambled images).

inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF) runs in long ﬁbers through the
temporal lobe, connecting the occipital pole with the temporal pole. It
includes ﬁbers arising in the superior, middle, and inferior temporal and
fusiform gyri and projecting to the lingual gyrus, cuneus, lateral
occipital cortex, and occipital pole (Catani et al. 2002). Although this
has not been explored speciﬁcally in the past, the ILF is well situated to
potentially play an important role between the face-responsive regions.
The arcuate fasciculus (AF) is another major ﬁber bundle that was also
examined, as it connects the prefrontal cortex with more posterior
parietooccipital and parietotemporal regions (Catani et al. 2002).
Both the ILF and AF were identiﬁed in each hemisphere for each
participant using standard approaches (Wakana et al. 2007). The ILF
was determined by a 2 ROI procedure: one ROI was drawn on a coronal
image slice at half distance between the occipital pole and the
posterior edge of the corpus callosum over the whole hemisphere and
the second ROI was drawn on a coronal slice covering the whole
temporal lobe in its anterior part (Catani et al. 2003; Catani and
Thiebaut de Schotten 2008). The AF was also determined using a two
ROI procedure: one placed on a coronal slice through the superior
longitudinal fasciculus II (SLF II; Makris et al. 2005) and one placed on
the axial slice through the vertical part of the AF (Catani and Mesulam
2008; Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2008; Rilling et al. 2008).
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Figure 1. Face network defined by fMRI. Face-selective regions were identified functionally in each individual by employing a fMRI localizer scan in a block design with 3
conditions: faces, places, and scrambled images. Group results are illustrated here, demonstrating face-selective activations (as identified by the contrast [faces [ places þ
scrambled]) in a distributed network including occipital face area (OFA), fusiform face area (FFA), posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS), amygdala (AMG), posterior cingulate
cortex (PCC), and medial OFC and inferior frontal gyrus, in both hemispheres (one sample t-test at the second RFX level, P \ 0.001 uncorrected, k [ 20).

Results
We ﬁrst performed a standard localizer fMRI session (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Pourtois et al. 2005a) to identify the functional
network of face-responsive regions in each participant (n = 22)
and then used the individually deﬁned clusters of cortical
activations as seed regions for probabilistic diffusion tensor
tractography (see Materials and Methods and Table 1). All
regions typically observed in previous studies of face perception were successfully identiﬁed (Fig. 1). We then analyzed
connectivity between the core regions of the face-responsive
network (FFA, OFA, and STS) and included the PCC and
amygdala (AMG), 2 key regions of the extended system
involved in face processing (Gobbini and Haxby 2007), plus
the early visual cortex (CAL) serving as an additional control
ROI. Three separate analyses of tractography were carried out
to probe connectivity in this bilateral neural network, as
described below.
Global Connectivity Pattern of Each ROI (analysis 1)
In analysis 1, we mapped the global probabilistic connectivity
pattern for each face-responsive ROI, sending out 25 000
streamline samples from every voxel of each ROI, without any
restriction. Figure 2 shows whole-brain maps where at least
1250 of these 25 000 streamline samples passed (threshold 5%)
and overlapped in at least 11 participants (50%). Visual
inspection of these maps (in relation to anatomical templates)
indicated that, for FFA and OFA, the main connections ran
through the ILF and the inferior fronto-occipito fasciculus
(IFOF) toward the anterior temporal and inferior frontal areas,
with only the OFA extending further into the orbitofrontal
region. By contrast, the main connections of STS passed
through different pathways in the AF and via SLF reaching
more lateral prefrontal areas. PCC connected to the anterior
cingulum bundle, the posterior cingulum, and parahippocampal region, as well as the precuneus. The amygdala (AMG)
strongly projected to occipital regions via the ILF and through
the uncinate fasciculus projected to orbitofrontal regions. Its
connections through the fornix are probably indirect through
the anterior commissure. Finally, the early visual ROI (CAL)
showed prominent connections with the optic radiation and
the splenial interhemispheric connection pathways but also
projected densely via ILF and IFOF to the anterior temporal
regions and (via IFOF) to orbitofrontal regions. Note that the
spheres of the CAL-ROI were grown into subcortical white
matter and did not exclusively comprise projections from
striate but also from adjacent extrastriate areas, which explains
the connection via IFOF. It is not always possible to separate
ILF and IFOF in occipito-temporal regions, but only IFOF enters
the external capsula and reaches orbitofrontal areas (Wakana
et al. 2007; Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2008). However,
the exact deﬁnition of ILF and IFOF are still debated in
anatomic literature (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006).
Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that pathways could
be reliably tracked from each of our ROIs and highlight distinct
networks of long-range interconnections for each of the faceresponsive areas. This differential pattern of connectivity
between face-responsive ROIs is further illustrated in Figure 3,
in which the whole-brain probabilities of distant projections to
the cortical surface was computed from seeds in OFA, FFA, and
STS in each individual (cf. also Fig. 2). Although purely
descriptive, these data show that despite expected proximity
Cerebral Cortex July 2012, V 22 N 7
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Estimation of Connectivity
The connectivity analysis used to investigate the face-responsive
network consisted of 3 independent and complementary analyses:
‘‘analysis 1,’’ unrestricted connectivity maps determined for each ROI in
both hemispheres; ‘‘analysis 2,’’ pairwise connectivity values from each
ROI to each other ROI within each hemisphere; ‘‘analysis 3,’’ relation
between each ROI and the 2 major white-matter bundles that are
closely associated with temporo-occipital areas, that is, ILF and AF. The
latter analysis allowed us to determine whether each face-responsive
ROI has trajectories that merge with and presumably pass through
these white-matter bundles to project to distant regions (for similar
procedure, see Croxson et al. [2005]). By combining these 3
approaches, we could obtain a detailed and comprehensive picture of
the structural connectivity pattern between the face-responsive ROIs.
Probabilistic ﬁber tracking (using FDT 1.0; see Behrens et al. [2007])
was initiated from every voxel within the binarized ROI sphere.
Streamline samples (25 000) were sent out from each voxel, with a step
length of 0.5 mm and a curvature threshold of 0.2. Note that for analysis
1, no restriction was used in order to explore to all brain regions to
which the white-matter pathways were directed. This also served as
a control to ensure that ﬁber tracking was indeed possible and
selective. By contrast, ‘‘waypoint’’ and ‘‘termination’’ masks were
applied in analysis 2 and analysis 3 in order to deﬁne the only and
exact connections between a given seed and a given target. In the latter
case, ﬁber tracking was initiated in both directions (from seed to target
and vice versa), and these values were subsequently averaged. To obtain
a measure of connectivity probability between ROIs (analysis 2), we
used this average number of streamlines per seed voxel reaching the
target (Croxson et al. 2005), expressed as a proportion of all successful
samples in all pairwise connections in both hemispheres (see also
Croxson et al. 2005; Eickhoff et al. 2010). This normalization approach
allowed for a comparison of connectivity probability across ROIs and
across the 2 hemispheres (note that the pattern of connectivity results
is not changed by this scaling step).
Differences between the connectivity probability to different targets
were assessed for each seed ROI separately, using a repeated-measure
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Croxson et al. 2005) with the factors
hemisphere and target ROI, calculated in SPSS 16.0 (www.spss.com).
We applied a Greenhouse--Geisser correction for sphericity and used
post hoc pairwise t-tests with the Bonferroni step-down (Holm)
correction at a signiﬁcance level of P < 0.05.
For group analyses, the probabilistic connectivity distribution maps
from individual participants were thresholded at a 5% level (thus
selecting all connections where more than 1250 of 25 000 samples
passed). They were then binarized, transferred into MNI space using
the nonlinear registration warpﬁeld (cf. image processing above) and
summed up across participants to obtain the connectivity probability
map of the group.
For the analysis of tracts originating from face-responsive ROIs and
passing through the white-matter bundles ILF and AF (analysis 3), our
tracking procedure was as follows (see also Croxson et al. [2005]): First,
to deﬁne each bundle in each individual, ﬁber tracking was initiated
twice (from 2 ROIs placed on the tract trajectory) and all samples from
a given tract-deﬁning ROI were kept when they reached the other ROI
(see preceding section above). The 2 resulting connectivity maps were
thresholded at 10% (to keep the core of the white-matter bundles), and
the sum of the thresholded maps in both directions was then binarized
and used to delineate the individual white-matter tract. Finally, each of
the 2 ﬁber bundles (ILF and AF) served as a new ROI to measure
trajectories going to and from the functionally deﬁned face-responsive
ROIs (Croxson et al. 2005). By using a binarized tract ROI, this
approach highlights all tracts that originate in the face-responsive ROI
and merge with any part of the white-matter tract, without requiring
the ﬁbers to be tracked along the whole tract and thus provides a high
sensitivity to identify pathways between the tract and a target ROI. The
procedure used to quantify connection probability was the same as
used for the analysis between ROI pairs in analysis 2 (see above).
For all analyses, a manually drawn exclusion mask of the cerebellum
was created for every participant in order to prevent aberrant paths
from ventral brain areas (e.g., occipito-cerebellar shortcuts).
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Figure 2. Global white-matter connectivity probability of each ROI (analysis 1). The distribution of white-matter projections across the whole brain is illustrated in axial, coronal, and
sagittal views, as defined at the group level (22 participants) based on seeds from each of the individually defined ROIs (FFA, OFA, STS, PCC, AMG, and CAL). Whole-brain maps show
all voxels, overlapping in at least 11 of 22 participants with the highest connectivity probability ([5% of all samples passing there) from each of the individually defined ROI.

biases that are inherent to DTI tractography (strong connections with adjacent cortical areas), the projections from OFA
highlighted a ‘‘hotspot’’ in ventral temporal cortex partly
1568
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overlapping with the FFA, whereas conversely the projections
from FFA reached lateral occipital areas partly overlapping with
OFA. STS showed distinct connections reaching lateral frontal

and superior parietal areas (i.e., in far distance) but no apparent
hits in occipital or temporal areas (despite similar or even
shorter distance).
Connectivity between all Pairs of ROIs (analysis 2)
In analysis 2, we quantiﬁed the connectivity probabilities
between all pairs of face-responsive ROIs within each hemisphere, for each individual participant. From each seed ROI, we
sent out 25 000 streamline samples and counted those that
passed through the target ROI. We calculated the connectivity
between the seed and target ROIs in both directions (using
both ROIs of each pair once as seed and once as target; see
Materials and Methods).
Figure 4 shows these connection probabilities between each
pair of ROI (within one hemisphere or across both). For each
seed ROI, a 2 3 5 repeated-measure ANOVA was performed on
the connectivity values (across both hemispheres), with the
factors of 2 hemispheres and 5 targets (Greenhouse--Geisser
corrected if necessary). Post hoc comparisons were done by
pair-wise t-tests using the Bonferroni step-down (Holm)
correction at a signiﬁcance level of P < 0.05.
For FFA, the streamlines in both hemispheres were directly
connected to OFA with the highest probability relative to all
other ROIs (F1.01,21.24 = 128.98, P < 0.0001). There was also
a signiﬁcant hemispheric asymmetry (F1,21 = 5.93, P < 0.05) in
favor of the right side, with a further interaction (F1.00,21.09 =
6.067, P < 0.05) indicating that this difference was due to
a stronger connectivity probability between FFA and OFA in the
right than in the left hemisphere (Fig. 4).
For OFA, the results also showed a signiﬁcant difference
between the target regions (F1.28,26.81 = 56.05, P < 0.0001) with
the strongest connectivity to FFA. There was again a predominance of the right hemisphere (F1,21 = 6.81, P < 0.05) and
an interaction (F1.43,30.11 = 4.67, P < 0.01), reﬂecting higher
connection probability between OFA and FFA on the right side,
as compared with all other pairs.

For STS, we found no signiﬁcant difference for connectivity
probability with the target ROIs (P = 0.37) and no asymmetry
between hemispheres (P = 0.66). Thus, STS showed a low
probability of direct connections to all face-responsive ROIs,
with no preferential link to FFA or OFA compared with any of
the tested ROIs (including the control region in early occipital
cortex, CAL).
For PCC, there was also a low probability of connections to
all other ROIs, with no hemispheric difference (P = 0.22), and
no difference between the target regions (P = 0.33).
For AMG, there was no hemispheric difference, but a strong
effect of ROIs (F1.12,23.53 = 21.65, P < 0.0001), reﬂecting
a signiﬁcantly higher connectivity probability with CAL
compared with every other ROI in both hemispheres (all post
hoc pairwise t-tests, P < 0.05).
Finally, the CAL seed ROI showed no hemispheric difference
but a strong effect of target ROIs (F1.50,31.43 = 34.21, P < 0.01),
with post hoc comparisons revealing signiﬁcant differences in
connectivity for the AMG relative to every other ROI on the left
side, as well as for the OFA and AMG relative to other ROIs in
the right hemisphere (P < 0.05).
To summarize, these results support the existence of a strong
direct white-matter connectivity between OFA and FFA,
signiﬁcantly more developed in the right than in the left
hemisphere. They also point to high connectivity between the
amygdala (AMG) and early visual areas (CAL) and OFA.
However, the connections to and from STS within this network
of face-responsive areas were globally weak, despite the fact
that long-range trajectories were successfully mapped from
this ROI in analysis 1 (Fig. 2). This ﬁnding might either reﬂect
the fact that trajectories from the face-responsive STS region
are in generally difﬁcult to track due to many ﬁbers crossings
around this region or that STS indeed is not ‘‘directly’’
connected to any of the other ROIs within the functionally
deﬁned face-responsive network (see next sections and
Discussion).
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Figure 3. Whole-brain cortical connectivity probabilities for the 3 main face-responsive areas (analysis 1). For illustrative purpose, the endpoints of streamlines sent from each
functionally defined seed ROI (see Fig. 1) were projected on a representation of the cortical surface abutting the white matter. Color range indicates the degree of betweenparticipant overlap (right hemisphere view). Upper row: lateral views. Lower row: ventral views. Besides predominant connections with neighboring areas (proximity bias), each
ROI disclosed additional projections to a few distant areas. Left: The OFA seed showed projections to ventral temporal areas corresponding to FFA (plus more anterior regions in
temporal pole and frontal lobe). Middle: Vice versa, the FFA seed showed projections to lateral occipital areas corresponding to OFA. Right: STS showed no evidence for
projections to occipital or temporal cortex (neither OFA or FFA), but some connections with more distant areas in lateral frontal cortex.

Figure 4. Connectivity probability between each pair of ROIs (analysis 2). Each panel
represents a seed ROI and its connectivity to the other 5 (target) ROIs. Left panel
shows left hemisphere, right panel shows right hemisphere (F 5 FFA, O 5 OFA, S 5
STS, P 5 PCC, A 5 AMG, C 5 CAL). Connectivity probability is indicated as
a proportion of the sum of all pairwise connections in both hemispheres, permitting
for a comparison of the pairwise connections both across ROIs and across
hemispheres. The error bar indicates the standard error.

Connectivity between Each ROI and Major White-Matter
Bundles (analysis 3)
Analysis 3 was carried out in order to test for ﬁber connections
originating from each face-responsive ROI and passing through
parts of the major white-matter bundles that link visual areas
with other distant brain regions. For this purpose, we focused on
the ILF and the AF because these 2 tracts interconnect widely
between the occipital, temporal, and parietal cortices (Catani
et al. 2003; Rilling et al. 2008). This analysis should also rule out
that the weak connectivity probability of STS with FFA and OFA
was related to an intrinsic bias of the tracking algorithm that
would prevent streamlines from STS to establish any connectivity
with other regions due the proximity of ﬁber tracts or abundant
crossing ﬁbers adjacent to STS (even though we used
a probabilistic model that estimated 2 ﬁber directions; see
1570
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Microstructural Characteristics of Fiber Tracts (analysis 4)
Finally, we extracted microstructural properties of the white
matter (Pierpaoli et al. 1996), including the mean FA and mean
diffusivity (MD) for the most signiﬁcant connections identiﬁed in
previous analyses (OFA-FFA pathways and AMG-CAL pathways),
plus AF and ILF, in each hemisphere and for each participant.
Table 2 shows the mean values (and SD) for these connections,
averaged for both ﬁber-tracking directions. All these values were
in the range typically reported for white-matter tracts (Wahl
et al. 2010), thus supporting the quality and reliability of our data.
For FA, a 2 (hemisphere) 3 4 (tract type) ANOVA revealed
a strong effect of tract type (F2.27,47,69 = 187.002, P < 0.0001),
reﬂecting the fact that FA values were lower for pathways
connecting OFA and FFA than others (P < 0.0001, Bonferroni
corrected), consistent with a less homogenous ﬁber pathway,
probably due to local ﬁbers crossing in the proximity of cortical
gray matter and gyri; however, there was no difference
between pathways connecting CAL and AMG and the major
ﬁber bundles (AF and ILF). A signiﬁcant interaction between
tract type and hemisphere (F2.32,48.75 = 3.94, P < 0.05) indicated
an asymmetry only for the AF in favor of the left hemisphere (P
< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected).
The same analysis for MD, again revealed a main effect of
tract (F1.39,29.26 = 43.96, P < 0.0001), but no interaction,
indicating that values were the highest for the pathways
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Materials and Methods). We ﬁrst deﬁned ILF and AF in each
individual according to standard procedures (Wakana et al. 2007;
Rilling et al. 2008) (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 5) and
then estimated the probability of ﬁbers passing from the faceresponsive ROI to any part of the tracts. Connectivity probability
was again expressed proportionally to the sum of all connections
involving both homotopic ROIs in both hemispheres.
Figure 6 shows the connectivity probability of each faceresponsive ROI with the ILF and the AF. As above, we performed
repeated-measure ANOVAs on the reciprocal connectivity values
of each tract, using 6 ROIs and 2 hemispheres as separate factors.
The ILF showed no hemispheric asymmetry, but a strong
effect of target ROI (F1.98,41.70 = 97.80, P < 0.0001), reﬂecting
signiﬁcantly more connections to AMG and CAL than to all
other ROIs on both sides (see Fig. 6) and more connections to
FFA and OFA than STS and PCC (post hoc comparisons P <
0.05). In contrast, the AF showed a main effect of ROI
(F1.67,35.08 = 155.65, P < 0.0001) that reﬂected a greater
connectivity to STS than to all other ROIs in both hemispheres,
but also an interaction of ROI 3 hemisphere (F1.32,27.63 = 9.80, P
< 0.01) indicating a signiﬁcantly higher connection probability
of STS to AF in the right than in the left hemisphere. These
ﬁndings thus converge with the above pairwise analysis and
indicate that OFA, FFA, AMG, and CAL all preferentially connect
to pathways passing through the ILF, whereas STS has a distinct
connectivity pattern with pathways passing via the AF and only
weak direct links to the ILF.
Taken together, these results reveal that CAL, OFA, and FFA
participate in the same cortico-cortical network associated
with ILF and moreover suggest that few trajectories project
downwards from STS to the inferior temporal lobe even though
this region is located laterally on the surface of the temporal
lobe, close to the ILF. Instead, the main connectivity of STS is
directed to anterior and superior temporal areas, as well as to
the parietal and frontal lobes.

Table 2
Microstructural properties of fiber tracts
FA
Left OFA-FFA
Right OFA-FFA
Left AMG-CAL
Right AMG-CAL
Left AF
Right AF
Left ILF
Right ILF

0.331
0.330
0.450
0.454
0.464
0.436
0.470
0.466

MD
(0.042)
(0.043)
(0.034)
(0.027)
(0.026)
(0.048)
(0.018)
(0.023)

0.751
0.743
0.849
0.828
0.713
0.738
0.775
0.790

(0.038)
(0.036)
(0.112)
(0.049)
(0.020)
(0.039)
(0.024)
(0.025)

Note: Microstructural properties of the most significant connections of face-responsive regions.
Values are averaged for fiber tracking in both directions. FA is dimensionless, MD is given in the
unit of 10 3 mm2/s.

Figure 6. Connectivity probabilities between major white-matter bundles and faceresponsive regions (analysis 3). Each panel represents the connectivity probability
from the AF and the ILF toward each of the face-responsive ROIs (F 5 FFA, O 5 OFA,
S 5 STS, P 5 PCC, A 5 AMG, C 5 CAL). The connectivity probability is expressed
as a proportion of all connections in both hemispheres, thus permitting comparison
across hemisphere. The error bar indicates the standard error.

between CAL and AMG, followed by the ILF (P < 0.05) and the
pathways between OFA and FFA (only signiﬁcant for the right
hemisphere, P < 0.00001), while pathways of the AF showed
the lowest values (P < 0.0001; all Bonferroni corrected).
Discussion
Our study used DTI tractography to examine for the ﬁrst time
the pattern of structural connectivity between cortical areas
involved in face processing in humans (Fig. 7). We found a high

probability of direct interconnections between OFA and FFA,
with a marked predominance in the right hemisphere. We also
found direct connectivity between early visual areas and the
amygdala, whereas the connection probability between OFA or
FFA and amygdala was much weaker. In addition, we found that
STS was not preferentially connected to FFA, neither to OFA,
but rather linked to more anterior temporal, superior parietal,
and even frontal regions. Although it is not possible to
distinguish between afferent and efferent connections because
DTI-based tractography cannot visualize neuronal directionality, these ﬁndings provide important constraints for future
models of face perception in humans. In the following, we
discuss each result separately.
The high connectivity between FFA and OFA with a right
hemisphere predominance is highly consistent with results from
imaging studies and neuropsychology (Grüsser and Landis 1991;
Kim et al. 2006; Vuilleumier 2007; Fox et al. 2008; Thomas et al.
2009), suggesting that these 2 visual areas entertain very close
interactions to subserve face categorization and identiﬁcation
Cerebral Cortex July 2012, V 22 N 7
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Figure 5. ILF and AF. AF and ILF were determined by fiber tracking in each individual. Whole-brain maps show all voxels with [10% probability to belong to the tract in more
than 11 of 22 participants (the color codes the degree of overlap between the participants). These tracts are subsequently taken to probe connectivity to the face-responsive
regions (see Fig. 6).

(Sorger et al. 2007). In turn, the OFA showed relatively stronger
connectivity with early visual cortex than the FFA, consistent
with a hierarchical organization from posterior occipital to
more anterior temporal areas and converging with recent
neurocognitive models (Haxby et al. 2000; Gobbini and Haxby
2007) and functional analyses using dynamic causal modeling
(Fairhall and Ishai 2007) or resting state connectivity
(Zhu et al. 2011). These ﬁndings support the view that OFA
and FFA work in concert during face recognition and that
damage to either both areas or their interconnections may cause
severe prosopagnosia (Rossion et al. 2003; Fox et al. 2008).
Likewise, the hemispheric asymmetry of connectivity probability
between OFA and FFA (and also between CAL and OFA) in favor
of the right side accords with the well-known right hemisphere
dominance for face processing network as revealed by functional neuroimaging, lesion studies, and split-hemiﬁeld experiments (Grüsser and Landis 1991; Kanwisher et al. 1997; Rossion
et al. 2003; Fox et al. 2008). Furthermore, the connectivity
probability of STS with the AF system was also higher in the right
hemisphere. Hemispheric asymmetries have been reported for
other white-matter tracts, especially in terms of microstructural
properties and typically related to other lateralized functions
such as language and attention (for a review, see Thiebaut de
Schotten et al. 2011). However, it is important to keep in mind
that such asymmetry in connectivity probability may have
multiple reasons, including lower FA values due to more
complex ﬁber organization or larger tracts due to handedness,
gender, or age factors (our participants were young, balanced
across genders, and all right handed, in order to control for these
factors).
Finally, the strong connectivity between early visual areas
(CAL) and amygdala (AMG) adds to recent ﬁndings by DTI
(Catani et al. 2003; Pugliese et al. 2009), fMRI (Vuilleumier
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et al. 2004), and magnetoencephalography studies (Rudrauf
et al. 2008), suggesting that anterior temporal lobe structures may receive direct visual inputs from striate and
extrastriate cortex via long-range ﬁber tracts. It has been
hypothesized that these direct pathways serve both the rapid
bottom-up registration of emotionally signiﬁcant stimuli in
the amygdala and top-down modulatory feedback from
temporal limbic areas on posterior cortical regions (Amaral
2002; Vuilleumier et al. 2004). Our results also add to
previous tractography studies of the amygdala that focused
on connections with temporal pole and OFC (Bach et al.
2011).
Our ﬁnding that the white-matter connection probability of
the amygdala was higher with occipital cortex (CAL) than with
FFA is interesting for 2 reasons. First, this result suggests that
the existence of direct white-matter pathways from occipital
cortex to the amygdala partly bypassing the FFA, consistent
with the fact that in humans the amygdala is not only linked to
the core face processing network (Gobbini and Haxby 2007)
but also recruited more generally during visual processing to
monitor the affective relevance of incoming stimuli (Vuilleumier 2005; Bar and Neta 2007). Second, our results support the
notion that the detection of emotionally relevant face information may take place in the amygdala independent of the
degree of processing in FFA (Whalen et al. 1998; Vuilleumier
et al. 2001; Peelen et al. 2009). For example, amygdala
responses to faces arise after short latencies (~120 ms), that
is, 50 ms prior to cortical responses typically associated with
face recognition (~170 ms; see Pourtois et al. 2010b). This early
amygdala activation may allow feedback inﬂuences on ongoing
cortical processing, including on V1 (Rotshtein et al. 2010),
through direct reciprocal projections from the amygdala to the
occipital cortex.
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Figure 7. Summary of the main white-matter connectivity results. Connectivity results are shown for both hemispheres, averaged across 22 participants. The width of each
connection path reflects their relative connectivity probability (averaged for streamlines to and from each ROI in each pair). A proportional contrast weight is applied to the path
width for illustration purposes (linear 5 4, gamma 5 0.5).

a ROI is identiﬁed in each individual brain. This is, however,
marred with the noncorrection of multiple comparisons and
with the problem that applying lower thresholds also increases
the size of clusters. These issues motivated our approach to
deﬁne seed ROIs with spheres of similar size, centered on the
peak of activations in the face localizer. This approach is consistent with a large body of neuroimaging research on face
processing that used similar approaches to deﬁne functional
ROIs (Saxe et al. 2006; Fox et al. 2009) and seems unlikely to
introduce biases in our DTI results.
It is also important to stress that ﬁber-tracking algorithms (in
individual participants) cannot go beyond the MRI voxel
resolution, which is much coarser than the actual size of neuronal
structures. Hence, this technique does not allow the visualization
of small pathways between very speciﬁc cortical sites and distant
targets. This general limitation of DTI may prevent deﬁnite
conclusions about selective connections of some regions where
many functionally distinct pathways may converge or cross but
overlap in a single voxel. For this reason, DTI tractography reveals
only probabilistic connectivity through major pathways but not
real and complete anatomical connectivity.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that our results for STS
accord with several anatomical tracer studies in the macaque
brain, which also demonstrated selective connections of STS
with regions of the frontal and temporal lobes but not with
extrastriate visual areas. STS is known to be a polysensory region
(Beauchamp et al. 2008) that is widely connected with various
brain areas but with a distinctive connectivity patterns of each
subregion within STS (Seltzer and Pandya 1978). For example,
tracer studies have revealed selective connections of different
parts of STS to the retrosplenial cortex (Seltzer and Pandya
2009), parahippocampal cortex (Seltzer and Pandya 1994),
inferior parietal lobe (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989; Seltzer
and Pandya 1994), frontal lobe (Padberg et al. 2003), postrolandic
cortex (Seltzer and Pandya 1994), and basal ganglia (Yeterian and
Pandya 1998). However, only the very rostral part of STS (TPO-1)
has been found to receive inputs from inferotemporal regions
and only indirectly via TEa and IPa (Seltzer and Pandya 1994).
Hence, no direct connections appear to exist between STS and
visual areas in inferior temporal cortex in primates, as explicitly
noted by several anatomical studies (Streitfeld 1980; Seltzer and
Pandya 1994; Saleem et al. 2000) (only one case of injections to
the superior bank of the STS shows a connection to OTS, the
animal region which is phylogenetically closest to the human
FFA [Case 9, Schmahmann and Pandya 2006]. However, other
studies have not found this connection from comparable
injection sites [Cases 10, 11, 23, 24, 25, Seltzer and Pandya
2009]). Our ﬁber-tracking results for the face-responsive STS
region are therefore in line with these tracer studies, corroborating the anatomical evidence for only weak direct connectivity
between STS and FFA or OFA but they contrast with traditional
neurocognitive models of face processing. This convergence of
ﬁndings across methods and species provides additional support
to our DTI results.
More generally, our structural results may help explain some
ﬁndings in functional imaging studies and reﬁne face processing models in humans. For example, many fMRI studies have
reported that STS tends to show a response pattern different
from FFA and OFA (Pourtois et al. 2005a; Ewbank and Andrews
2008). Such differences have usually been attributed to
a dissociation between 1) the processing of invariant facial
information that is used for recognition of identity (involving
Cerebral Cortex July 2012, V 22 N 7
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We found that PCC had a low probability of direct
connections to all other face-responsive regions, but strong
projections to both the anterior and posterior cingulum
bundles the parahippocampal region, as well as the precuneus.
This connectivity pattern agrees with results of histological
studies (Vogt and Pandya 1987), showing a similar dichotomy
of connections to ACC and to parahippocampal regions.
Although often responsive to faces, the exact role of PCC
remains unclear and generally attributed to memory, familiarity,
and social or affective saliency (Pourtois et al. 2005b; Gobbini
and Haxby 2007; Vrticka et al. 2009). PCC is thus part of the
extended face network, and its connections with the core faceresponsive areas might arise via its projections to orbitofrontal
areas and medial temporal lobe (see Fig. 2), implicated in the
evaluation of self-relevance and contextual memory information, respectively (Vogt et al. 2006). This multisynaptic relay
might account for the lack of direct connections between PCC
and visual regions showing concomitant activations in the face
localizer scan, such as FFA, OFA, or STS.
Importantly, our results concerning connectivity of the faceresponsive STS cannot easily be reconciled with classic
theoretical accounts of face processing. Contrary to the
predictions of current cognitive models (Haxby et al. 2000;
Gobbini and Haxby 2007) and functional DCM results (Fairhall
and Ishai 2007), we did not ﬁnd any direct anatomical whitematter pathway between STS and FFA nor between STS and
OFA.
It should be noted that the inability to trace a pathway with
DTI cannot be taken, in itself, as deﬁnitive evidence that the
pathway does not exist (Johansen-Berg and Rushworth 2009)
but needs conﬁrmation or convergence with other data. A weak
connectivity between STS and extrastriate visual areas could
arise from the fact that the large ﬁber tract of the ILF (with
a dominant posterior--anterior direction) hampered the tracking
of ﬁbers from/to STS due to their superior--inferior direction
across the temporal lobe. However, by measuring the projections
from STS that reached either ILF or AF in another independent
analysis (analysis 3), we found that pathways from the STS region
were prominently related to the AF system but only poorly
connected to the ILF system. Therefore, our results may suggest
the existence of 2 distinct networks within the temporal lobe:
a ventral pathway is related to the ILF, extending from occipital
to anterior temporal cortex, and located in the inferior and
medial parts of the temporal lobe; whereas another more dorsal
system is related to the AF, extending through the SLF between
the frontal and superior temporal cortex and located in the more
superior and lateral part of the temporal lobe (see Figs 2 and 5).
As mentioned in the Materials and Methods section, we used
fMRI peaks as seeds for ﬁber tracking, which might produce
unknown biases in the results. The reliability of fMRI activations
is variable, with the right FFA generally showing the most
consistent response in all participants, but other regions such as
left STS or left OFA often show a higher degree of interindividual
variability. Several different approaches have been used to
localize ROIs and to cope with these interindividual differences
(for review, see Fox et al. 2009). Many imaging studies rely on
group-level analysis using normalized brain anatomy, sometimes
leading to activations that are not consistently found in each and
every subject of the group and because the peak represents an
average result, it may not provide the exact localization of
maximal responses in individual brains. Another approach
(chosen here) is to vary the statistical threshold at which
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OFA and FFA, and between occipital visual areas and AMG, we
did not ﬁnd evidence for any preferential connectivity between
OFA and STS nor between FFA and STS. We suggest that
extrastriate visual areas and amygdala are interconnected in
a common network centered on the ILF, whereas the faceresponsive STS region belongs to a distinct network centered
on the AF, with only weak connections to the ILF. The lack of
direct connectivity of STS with FFA or OFA implies that the role
of STS is dissociable from more coordinated computations in
the FFA and OFA during face recognition, presumably related to
higher level aspects of social cognition rather than strictly
visual processes. Future studies should further explore the
nature of functional dissociations between these distinct
networks and probe for the temporal dynamics of interactions
between face-responsive regions by combining fMRI with timeresolved techniques such as electroencephalography or intracranial recordings. These data also provide an important step
for further work on disorders of visual and social cognition,
such as prosopagnosia and autism. More generally, our study
demonstrates that fMRI and DTI can be fruitfully integrated to
gain a more complete understanding of functional brain
networks, beyond the traditional mapping approaches based
on functional activations alone.
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